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ABSTRACT

We argue, using the Gross-Neveu model as an example, for the

following picture: a baryon of baryon number B occasionally looks

like a configuration of 3(B-W) quarks bound to a soliton (of the

pionic condensate) with an integer winding number W. The Skyrmion

picture in the original form is relevant if the lowest lying level of

baryon number B is dominantly a soliton instead of a configuration of

3E quarks. Our techniques do not depend upon semi-classical or

adiabatic approximations.
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I. The idea [l] that the soliton sectors ("Skyrmions") of the non-linear

CT-model (interpreted as an effective theory of pions) may describe the

baryons (of the underlying quark theory) has received renewed attention

[2-7]. The topological winding number of these solitons is identified with

the baryon number [2,3}. This is confirmed by a calculation of the baryon

number of the soliton, using the adiabatic approximation [2,5]. There are

also topological arguments [3] to show that, under certain conditions, these

objects are fermionic. There are well known models [s] in 1+1 dimensions

where the solitons in the bosonized theory correspond to the original

fermions.

Such a connection between Skyrmions and baryons would be of great

practical interest. It would allow an understanding of the extended

properties of the baryons [8l and also their interactions [7j. It is there-

fore important to understand this connection from first principles.

College Park, Maryland, USA.

II. In this paper we explain this connection using the Gross-Neveu model

[9] as an example. This model has close analogies to QCD because (a) it

exhibits asymptotic freedom and dynamical chiral symmetry breakdown [9];

(b) the solitons carry fermion number [5]; (c) it is amenable to the large

N-lirait [9] .

We use techniques that are not limited by semiclassical or adiabatic

approximations.

Our conclusion is that the fermionic spectrum of the original is not

simply represented by the topological sectors of the effective theory. Such

a connection could be expected if there were an operator equivalence between

the Hamiltonians of the underlying fermionic theory and of a bosonic theory

as with massive Thirring-sine-Gordon models [8]. In this case, the super-

selection sectors characterized by the fermion number would correspond to

the topological sectors of the "effective theory" . However, such a

bosonization does not appear to be possible in general. The non-linear

CT -model can, at best, be regarded as a truncation of a non-local (in space
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and time) effective theory equivalent to QCD [10]. In this case, the solitons

even if they carry fermionic charge, do not directly represent the spectrum

of the underlying fermionic theory. Instead the picture is one in which the

underlying fermions occasionally distort the bosonic condensate into a

soliton configuration and disappear into it.

III. Our "underlying" fermionic theory is described by the (Euclidean)

functional integral,

e*|b 5

Here f = If), i = 1,2,... N, so that the theory has an SU(N) global

invariance. In addition the theory is invariant under U(l) x u(l)

Using auxiliary fields in the standard manner, we rewrite (1),

, IT)

where,

(4)

S ie defined by,

tT/*»

Eqns. (3) and (4) represents our efefctive bosonic theory. The trln t
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in (6) represents the sum of all 1-fermion loop graphs with external CT"

2 2 2
and 7T lines. S (""Mf) n a s a minimum at Q" + JT = g" ^ 0 so that

there is a chiral symmetry breakdown [F-lJ , Setting <J~ = T + 0"' , we would

find that T\ represents a massless excitation. The effective theory is

non-local in space-time and non-linear in the fields. We could freeze the

fields at the minimum and make a local truncation to get an non-local

effective theory for the Goldstone bosons. The non-linear <T-model is

presumed to be an effective theory of QCD in this sense rather than in the

sense the sine -Gordon model is an "effective" theory for the massive

Thirring model [F2j.

IV. We first rederive the result that solitons can carry fermionic charge

using functional techniques and without using adiabatic or semi-classical

approximation. Our starting point is eqn.(5) interpreted as the fermionic

theory in a background field of <T and JJ . We will choose the background

fields to be time-dependent but otherwise arbitrary. In this case, the

functional integral may be interpreted as tr exp - ft H( (T, TO where H is

the fermionic Hamiltonian in the background fields T and TT . Here £ is

the extent of the "time" direction. The leading behaviour g — v oo will

be of the form exp - pE (<T,7T) where B [ T , 1 T ] is the energy of the

"vacuum" in the presence of the background fields. (We presume the

normalization E Q(T, Tr] = 0 when 0" ,TT= 0). We are interested in the

fermionic charge of this vacuum for various background fields.

Note that H[<J-, TT] is already a normal ordered Hainiltonian; the

eigenvalues of H are bounded from below. The ordering is with respect to

the eigenstates of the Dirac equation in presence of the background fields

&3l.

The technique for isolating various fermion number sectors was

developed in ref. Q.0]. It was shown that the various charge sectors are

obtained by considering the functional integral with "twisted" boundary

conditions. In the case considered in ref.[lo], this was completely
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equivalent to coupling an abelian gauge field of the special form

A^(x,t) - (A (t), 0). This field would couple only via the gauge invariantA (

combination.

(7)

where v\ would be the "twist" in the boundary conditions.

However this equivalence is not true in general. We know that the

functional integral will be insensitive to the "twist" oC in the boundary

conditions in the limit f) —»• Q O . This mean the "vacuum" always carries

a zero charge in this procedure. However the functional integral can

depend on the gauge field A (via eq.7) even in the limit p * o°

(as will be seen below). In fact, the functional integral could behave as

[F4]

e (8)

when f —v «* . tj[lTi TTj would be fractional [s] . This is possible

because, with A « coupling to "f Tf^J^t . the charges counted by A
r r-

corresponds; to the particles and anti-particles of the Hamiltonian in

absence of the background. Thereby, ciLc">7rl measures the excess charge

of filled negative energy levels in presence of background compared to that

in its absence [l4]. However, apart from this factor, rest of the functional

integral will be periodic in 9^ , reflecting the fact that the excitations

over this vacuum carry integer charges.

V, We will now describe a procedure for calculating q[c~,"TT̂  . Instead

of the form (A ft), 0), we first consider a general A^(x,t). The

contribution to s[/y*J linear In A u tnay be written as,

E

with,

do)

This jyu, is the induced fermion number current in the presence of the

background fields. Since <T and *Jf do not carry fermion number, the

fermion number conservation in the original theory implies the Ward identity,

(This is true even with time dependent fields <T and TT.) As a consequence,

(12)

is independent of t, provided that.

(13)

In 1+1 dimensions, we may solve (11) in the form,

(14)

so that (12) and (13) translate into,

(15)

provided,

(f, -•») = 0
(16)

Eqn.(16) will be evidently true for time-independent background fields.

Therefore for the special form (A (t), 0), eqn.O) may be written as,



AB(t)Q(t;<r,Tt)= l« U (17)

This verifies that A (t), 0) couples only in the combination , eqn.(7).

We will return to the form of (p (x) , later In this paper. We now

consider non-linear terms in

from,

The rj- contributions may be calculated

(>,.*>•, r, n.) (18)

where it j^\j is the vacuum-polarization in presence of the background fields.

Again restricting A w to (A (t), 0) form, we get the oi term,

-fN Jdx,

The integral is again independent of t and t .

(19)

VI. Our calculation of the c\ -dependence in the fs

gives the form,

S(V)

limit

(20)

We will now argue that for background fields which attain their asymptotic

values rapidly enough, only the term linear in ci in the exponent in (20)

survives. Moreover thin; linear itself depends only on the "winding number"

of the background configuration.

!• ••»•«.*

To see this we first notice that the current-conservation equation

(11) may also be solved in the form,

(21)

Using eq,(14) we get,

(22)

We will consider contributions to Sil.(x). The action will be finite only

for the asymptotic behaviour
0

Therefore we will consider

<T' and IT" withcontributions over constant background fields
2

j- . There is a unique diagram, Fig. la, which givescr '£ • TT' 2

non-local contribution (of infinite range) of the type

(23)

This is related [F5] to the anomaly In the divergence of the axial vector

current. If this were the only contribution, <p (x) = — arg(0~+ iTT ) .

However other contributions from diagrams of Fig. lb, are also present QF6j.

But these terms contribute to q with the additional derivative present on

the right hand side of (22). Therefore if <y and TT* attain their

asymptotic values fast enough, the asymptotic values of arg( O~+ iTr) are

also the asymptotic values of if . The finiteness of the range of non-

locallity has been important to this argument.

Same argument extends to terms non-linear in oC . There are no

anomalous contributions to these terms. As a result, they all appear with

derivative terms and have a finite range of non-locality. Their contributions

vanish, when the gradients of background fields vanish rapidly enough.

VIII. As yet we regarded O~ and rr as time-dependent background fields.
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We now turn our attention to our effective theory, eq. 3, where we have to

sum over all fluctuations of CT" and IT . For the moment, let us

presume that various winding number sectors do not mix. We may then write

the functional integral as a sum over various winding numbers.

(24)

We define the winding number of the configuration at any time t, as follows.

We choose a particular branch for the phase of O " + i T r at x = - o c

and follow its change continuously through x = +• op . So long as

<X~ + 7T ^ 0, the overall change is unique. — 4 © then defines

the winding number. If we are using periodic boundary conditions in the

space-direction, this is necessarily an integer.

We are interested in the sector of fermion number q. Consider, first,

the contribution from winding numberW= 0 in (24). The sector of charge

iq ĉ
q comes from the part which goes like e . However, as seen before,

there is no d. -dependence (i.e. only q=0 sector contributes) if £ —*• o£-

and <J~ and TT attain their asymptotic values rapidly. We must keep p

finite before isolating the q charge sector. In this case calculation

of the cK-dependence is considerably modified. With p finite, a gauge

field of the type (A (t), 0) has extra couplings which vanish as P> —» OP

The simplest example is provided by the well known electric mass for

the photon, even in a free electron theory. This contributes to T T in
2 II 00

eq.(18) and hence to the <*. dependence. Indeed, such a contribution is

present only for the zero frequency mode of A (t) confirming gauge

invariance arguments that the only coupling is through <*• , eq.(7). In

presence of 0— and TT fields, such terms, eq. the electric mass, depends

on these fields keeping JJ finite, we may isolate the q Fourier mode
iq 0^ .#• -fim

e . If this part behaves like e r <1 as 3 - S D O , then m gives the
a.

lowest mass fermion of fermion number q.

We may repeat this procedure for the sector of winding number W £ 0 .

We now have a contribution which goes line e ® even in the limit fi—» eA
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To get the contribution of charge q, we have to keep 13 finite and

iot (q-W)
extract an additional e This may be interpreted as follows since

the "vacuum" is itself carrying a fermion number W , we obtain sector of

charge q by considering an excitation of fermion number q-wn-
 T n e

behaviour as p—» Co of this Fourier mode, then, isolates the lowest mass

fermion of net fermion number q, coming from this winding number sector.

IX, The picture that emerges at this stage Is as follows. Each winding

number sector is contributing a different species of fermions which do not

communicate. Since the winding number =W sector carries a fermion number

W, we obtain state of fermion number q by binding q-W underlying fermions

to this soliton. Such a fermion could have a lower energy than the lowest

lying fermion of charge q in W=0 sector.

Till now we have ignored the possibility that various winding

2 2
number sectors communicate. So long as T + T T ̂  0 during the time

evolution of the fields, the winding number remains unchanged. But the

quantum fluctuation may make O^ =TT = 0, Then the winding number can

change by an integer over this instant of time.

Thus the quantum fluctuations mix various winding numbers sectors

(differing in the winding number by integers). Separation into distinct

winding number sectors as in (24) is not quite correct. The states in

different sectors mix with each other. Now the lowest lying fermion of charge .

q is obtained by considering q Fourier mode of the entire functional

integral. The picture that emerges is one in which q original fermions

sometimes appear to be q-W fermions bound to a soliton of winding

number tf.

We may compare and contrast the situation with the tunneling induced

by instantons in QCD [17]. let us start with a SU(2) gauge configuration

in 3-d space which is continuously deformable to A^ (x) = 0. Such a

configuration can evolve into another in which the 3-d configuration has a

non-zero winding numbers. But this happens only when the gauge field
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becomes singular at some time. Now consider the anomaly equation,

3j 3j + t V S
(25)

K 7 r ( A v ^ V
+ | A v A ( . A r ) i This implies tnat

1 during the tunnelling process. This is because

jj S
ojkj

In our case we have,

for the process.

Jdt[J<

<26)

There is no term analogous to S in eq,(25), Still, because

x 9. i.] ̂  0, we get & Q = W when the winding number changes by

W.

However, in contrast to the case of instantons, this does not mean

that the charge conservation is violated. Our Q only measures the charge

in excess over the Dirac sea in sectors of different winding numbers. In

sector of winding number one, the Dirac sea has more charge states than in

w* = 0 sector. Therefore the N fermions in excess over the Dirac sea in

the W=0 configuration disappear into the Dirac sea in * = 1 configuration.

We finally extrapolate our conclusions to the case of QCD. Complete

identification of the Skyrmion with the baryon seems to be possible only if

one shows either of the following: (a) there exists a Hamiltonian in terms

of pionic fields such that the Greens functions of thia theory are identical

to that if certain composite operators in QCD;

(b) the lowest lying sector of baryon number B in QCD is dominantly like

a configuration of winding number B of pionic condensate instead of a

configuration of 3B quarks. Without a demonstration or an argument for

either of these possibilities, the Skyrmion picture may not be useful for

phenomenological purposes.
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FOOTNOTES

[.Fl] These are the properties of the classical "effective" theory. For

N^ tH i quantum fluctuations of V and TT in (3) would restore

chiral symmetry [il] . Nevertheless, a chiral invariant fermion

acquires a mass as though 0* has a non-zero vacuum expectation

value £l2]. Thus we still have massive fermionic states in the theory.

[F2] A bosonization of the model, (2), is possible a la Polyakov and

Wiegmann[l3] . The bosoniaed theory is in terms of U(N) x U(N)/U(N)

Goldstone bosons. This is in contrast to the efefctive theory,(3),

which has just U(l) x U(l)/ U(l) (i.e. an SU(N) singlet) Goldstone

boson. This is easy to handle in the large-N limit whereas the bosonized

theory is not.

[F3] A simple way to see this is to notice from eq.{6) that contribution

to vacuum energy comes from the eigenstates with negative energies of

the Dirac Hamiltonian in presence of the background fields.

[F4] If the o( -dependence is not a pure Fourier mode, then there are

degenerate ground states with charges corresponding to each Fourier

component.

[F6] In ref. [15], it has been argued that $= Q , (where G is the

phase defined by C" + i F g r = p e 1 ** } to all orders in

perturbation. This argument is not quite correct. Once p is

present, the axial vector current is not conserved. Therefore the

longitudinal axial vector field J 3 t ^ contributes in every

diagram.

[F5] The complete expression from diagram of Fig. (la) is

where K(p) the Fourier transform of K(x-y), is

we notice that in both m -> 0 and m ̂> o=> limits, we get the same

expression, eq.(23). For m^O , contribution apart from eq.(23) has

a finite range of non-locality.

-li-
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[F6] In ref. [15], it has been argued that 4> = Q , (where 6 is the

phase defined by 0" + iF^-. = p e * S ) to all orders in

perturbation. This argument is not quite correct. Once p is

present, the axial vector current is not conserved. Therefore the

longitudinal axial vector field X <5p.& contributes in every

diagram.
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